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ANNOUNCING
THE GOODRICH

WHIPPET
CONTROL is the essence of the golfer's greatest need

CONTROL is the REAL bugbear of the game

Therefore, you will be particularly interested in our

new Golf Ball

THE GOODRICH WHIPPET
For it is a Ball that you can CONTROL better than any

that ever left your club!

It's a veritable "wonder ball" different in both center
and cover the biggest advancement since the rubber-cor- e

made the good old guttie a "has been."
We are not bringing out the WHIPPET as a "new" Ball

in the usual sense it is not "new" to us. We've tested it for
a year we've proven that

With the WHIPPET you can beat your best previous
drive by anywhere from 10 to 25 yards ! We've tested every
type and the WHIPPET outdrives them all by a wide margin !

But, the biggest advantage rests right here.

The WHIPPET'S cover is RUBBER PAINTED not
enameled! Think it won't crack won't check won't peel

IT CAN'T IT'S RUBBER!
This RUBBER-PAINTE- D COVER comes on the

WHIPPET only it's an exclusive Goodrich feature.
It wears twice as long as enamel soil and grass stains

wash off easily, and
It enables you to control your ball better. It acts just

like chalk on a billiard cue you can get all the spin necessary
for the most difficult strokes.

The WHIPPET combines two seemingly contradictory
qualities unusual distance and a relative inelasticity for
approaching and putting. It hugs the green better answers
better you can "give it a chance" with less danger.

This eases a now immense difficulty you can play
straight up to the flag with less fear of overrunning. You
can lengthen your drive and improve your short game and
ten to one this last is where you are weakest.

Now, the WHIPPET is all ready for you is already
in the stocks of many professionals. If yours has not yet
received his supply write in to us at Akron and we shall
see that your WHIPPETS come along without delay. The
WHIPPET costs $9.00 the dozen. The line-u- p follows:

Orange Spot
Maroon Spot
Purple Spot
Green Spot
Black Spot

Full Size
Full Size
Medium Size
Small Size
Small Size

Heavy Depressed Marking
Floater Depressed Marking
Medium Pebbled Marking
Heavy Depressed Marking
Medium Depressed Marking

See what you can do with it you owe it to your
peace of mind to your interpretation of a game as Ancient
as it is Royal.

Yours for Better Golf,

THE B. F. GOODRICH CO.
AKRON, OHIO

Makers of Goodrich Tires and Everything
That's Best In Rubber

JOURNEY OF VICISSITUDES

(Continued from page one)

and made the turn three up; winning
the tenth. Becker took the next three
holes, halved the next three, and won the
seveneenth to tie ; the eighteenth and
nineteenth halved in 5's. H The cards:

HUDSON

Out 44555562 541
In 67654455 54788

BECKER

Out 76646474 448
IN 75544454 54391
Hudson bye 5 4

Becker bye 5 6

Beach gave Travis a real run for his
money in the second round, a ' 'scream-

ing" putt on the home green saving the
former champion. If The first hole was
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halved and Beach was in trouble and
lost the second, won the third in 3,
to lose thefourth on a topped tee shot.
A shot to the trap cost Travis the fifth,
the sixth was halved in 3's, and Beach
lost the seventh on a topped drive, re-

covering for a win on the eighth in 3,
and the ninth in same figure.
If A triplet 5's marked the first three
holes of the homeward journey, Travis
becoming one up on the thirteenth, where
Beach plunked a ball into the

so hard that he. was unable to
make a The fourteenth was

played and a win for Beach
in 5, Travis running down a 3 for the

Losing the in 4, he
won the seventeenth in where a pulled

tee shot cost Beach a stroke. If The balls,
traveled down the course side by side on
the eighteenth, Beach laying dead in 4
and Travis a dozen feet away. The for-

mer international champion's was
in working order, however, and he went
down for a halve in 5 and the match by
one up. If The cards :

TRAVIS

Out 54446354 338
In 55556353 54280

beach
Out 56355363 339
In 55565444 54382

J. II. Clapp of Chevy Chase and G. M.
Howard of Halifax won in the second
division; W. T. Barr of Brooklyn and
H. F. Lesh of Brae Burn in the third;
G. W. Statzell, Jr., of Aronimink and
II. II. King of Edgebrook in the fourth;
R. D. Farquher of Los Angeles in the
special overflow; and most of 'em found
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CHISHOLM BEACH A. BARBER, JR.
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the journey one of vicissitudes
summary

first division president's trophy
Walter J. Travis
Chisholm Beach
Dr. C. II. Gardner
Robert Hunter
P. W. Whittemore
R. A. Balfe
W. A. Barber, Jr.
W. E. Truesdell
R. C. Shannon, 2nd
W. G. Clark
C. L. Becker
Harold Slater
C. B. Hudson
B. F. Hudson
J. A. Zangerle
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If The
:

39 40 79

40 40 80

41 41 82

41 42 83

41 42 83

42 43 85

45 43 88

43 45 88

44 44 88

46 44 90

45 46 91

48 43 91

46 48 94

51 43 94

47 48 95


